Assessment: Course Four Column
FALL 2016

El Camino: Course SLOs (FA) - Photography
ECC: PHOT 106:Basic Photojournalism (Same course as JOUR 6)
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Photo Story Essay–Wide
Angle Lens - Upon completion of the
course, students will create a photo
story essay using a wide-angle lens
that captures the first of three basic
types of photojournalism images, as
defined by the Associated Press (AP):
the overall shot, which captures the
scope of the scene.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Fall 2014), 2015-16 (Fall 2015),
2016-17 (Fall 2016), 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Input Date: 12/14/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

01/23/2018

Assessment Method
Description
Portfolio - Students will identify and
develop a photo story essay idea on
a topic related to El Camino College
and then shoot at least five photos
for that essay, including a mix of
close, medium and wide shots. All
images must be captioned according
to AP style.
Standard and Target for Success:
70%
Additional Information:

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17 (Fall
2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
For SLO 1, 14 students were tested and 12 students
successfully met the standard. The success rate was 86
percent, which is above the 70 success standard. The two
students who did not meet SLO 1 requirements, did not
submit a photo essay as part their homework assignments. I
believe the success rate of participating students is due to
narrowing down the "overall shot" to fit their respective
essay or story. First I dispelled the belief that an overall
photo needs to be taken only with a wide-angle lens. To
take a satisfactory overall photo could be accomplished
first, by helping each student identify an "overall" image for
their specific project. Once this step is accomplished, then
it's easier for each student to proceed to the step 2: how to
shoot this identified overall photo. The second step is to
determine if the student has the photographic tool (usually
a wide-angle lens) to get the required overall photo. In
many cases, students do not have a wide-angle lens. So, I
proceed to 2b, which is to compensate for a lack of a wa
lens by choosing a high vantage point and shooting with a
normal lens, for example. Looking down on an area gives
the viewer a sense of space or area. If a high vantage is not
an option, we go to 2c, which is to shoot from eye-level and
select a shooting spot which provides the widest view. An

Action: Continued success will be
to incorporate SLO 1 into an
assigned project, such as a photo
essay or story. Then to work
individually with each student on a
chosen project so that we
determine possible "overall"
photos that would meet the
requirement of the essay and SLO
1. Through discussion I can
determine if a student not only
arrives at a successful overall
photo possibility, but if he/she has
grasped the concept to find more
than one solution. The second key
to continued success is to require
students to submit photos before
the project due date, for me to
critique. If I don't see the "overall"
photo among the preliminary
shots, then we can address why
that photo is missing. And then,
how to overcome or compensate
if the obstacle is one of
tools/equipment or inability to
conceptualize the importance for
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01/23/2018

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

example of this would be to shoot a room from a corner.
[less] (03/29/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

an overall image. The student then
has a second chance to get the
required overall photo. * I have
selected the SLO/PLO Assessment
Process below to adjust the SLO1
requirement to an overall photo,
but not necessarily with a wideangle lens. Not all overall shots
require the WA lens. (03/02/2017
(03/02/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
9 students met the SLO #1 requirement. 6 students did not
meet the requirement.
I think the primary reason so students did not meet the
requirement is that they have never used a wide-angle lens.
and think that the WA lens is the only way to get the overall
shot. (04/06/2016)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: The first step to improving
the results might be to deemphasize the photo gear needed
to get an overall photo, and
emphasize the angle and shooting
perspective. Shooting from a high
perspective will give enough
coverage age of the image to
satisfy the "overall" requirements
of SLO #1. (03/10/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15 (Fall
2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
10 of 12 students scored acceptable. See related
documentation for further analysis. SLO 1 is a bit more
challenging since it involves a wider shooting area. Not all
assignments require this type of photo, but I asked that
students challenge themselves to find an overall photo. In
photojournalism, photographers are taught to shoot for
variety. The overall shot could be edited out Ten of 12
students got that message, which I think is a pretty solid
percentage. (01/15/2015)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Gary Kohatsu

Action: SLO 1 was challenging
since it involves a wider shooting
area. Not all assignments require
this type of photo, but I asked that
students challenge themselves to
find an overall photo. In
photojournalism, photographers
are taught to shoot for variety.
The overall shot could be edited
out Ten of 12 students got that
message, which I think is a pretty
solid percentage.
• I need to show more examples
of how overall shots can be taken
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Assessment Method
Description

Results
Related Documents:
J6 Analysis SLOs for Fall '14.doc

SLO #2 Photo Story Essay – Standard
Lens - Upon completion of the course,
students will create a photo story
essay using a standard lens ranging
from 28mm to 300mm to capture the
second of three basic types of
photojournalism images, as defined
by the AP: the medium-long shot,
which comprises about 90 percent of
all photos taken.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Fall 2014), 2015-16 (Fall 2015),
2016-17 (Fall 2016), 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Input Date: 12/14/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

01/23/2018

Portfolio - Students will identify and
develop a photo story essay idea on
a topic related to El Camino College
and then shoot at least five photos
for that essay, including a mix of
close, medium and wide shots. All
images must be captioned according
to AP style.
Standard and Target for Success:
70%
Additional Information:

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17 (Fall
2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
For SLO 2, 14 students were tested and 12 students
successfully met the standard of the medium photo. The
success rate was 86 percent, which is above the 70 success
standard. The two students who did not meet SLO 2
requirements, did not submit a photo essay as part their
homework assignments. I believe the success rate of
participating students is due to initially explaining how the
"medium shot" works in in both stand-along photos and
stories/essays. First, I explain why the medium shot are
photos that comprise about 90 percent of all essay and
stories. Then I explain how these photos work to engage the
viewer, and how most photographers shoot from this
perspective by instinct. But I also explain how the medium
shot can be lazy, boring and demonstrate a lack of
creativity. Through projected images on a screen, I address
the medium shot and offer alternatives, which could include
shooting angles, using different lenses, and the shooting
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Actions
without a wide-angle lens. It's
possible students disregard this
SLO because they don't have the
necessary equipment. So I will
emphasize that wide shots are not
limited to wide lenses.
• As for SLO 1, if our department
wide-angle lens is available, I will
bring to class and allow students
to take photos to see its scope.
(01/21/2015)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: The teaching faculty
has shown additional
photographic examples of overall
shots taken with or without a
wide angle lens. (10/15/2015)
Action: Action I want to continue
addressing the potential of the
medium shot and that because it
makes up the majority of photos
in an essay or story, does not
mean it requires no thought.
Students submit a shot list of their
project before shooting begins,
which requires them to think
though all possible images,
especially medium photos. I will
continue working with student
one-on-one and discuss with them
how the medium photo if given
ample thought, can elevate the
essay. Also, I will continue to help
students understand that the
medium photo can offer good
creative contrast to SLO 1 -- the
wide-angle shot, and SLO 3 -- the
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

range from the camera to the subject. Students understand
that to get the medium shot requires no special equipment
other than a picture-taking instrument, whether a camera
or a phone with a built-in camera. [less]

close-up image. The photo story
offers the best opportunity for a
student to understand how the
range of the medium shot can give
the story an interesting
perspective. Because I require a
shot list prior to a student
shooting photos, I can help each
person identify those photos of
mid-range that can look creative
and lively. Students can submit
photos of their projects at anytime
before the due date, which gives
ample opportunity to succeed in
SLO 2. (03/02/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

(03/29/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
14 of 15 students met the requirement of SLO # 2. 93.3
percent success rate.
The success of this SLO is because as defined, SLO #2
encompasses about 90 percent of how photographers'
normally shoot. The medium shot requires no teaching or
explanation; we see objects or subjects from a medium
range and simply take the photo. The one failure was due to
a student being failing to submit a photo essay.
(03/10/2016)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15 (Fall
2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Of 12 students, 12 scored acceptable. See related document
for further analysis. SLO 2, which is the medium photos on a
photo story, received a 100 percent assessment results. This
was expected because most photographers shoot image
01/23/2018
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Action: SLO 2, which is the
medium photos on a photo story,
received a 100 percent
assessment results. This was
expected because most
photographers shoot image from a
medium range. Unless a student is
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Course SLOs

SLO #3 Photo Story Essay – Standard
or Macro Lens - Upon completion of
the course, students will create a
photo story essay using a standard (to
isolate) or macro (to magnify) lens to
capture the third of three basic types
of photojournalism images, as
defined by the AP: the close-up, a
detailed image of a small but
important item.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Fall 2014), 2015-16 (Fall 2015),
2016-17 (Fall 2016), 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Input Date: 12/14/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

01/23/2018

Assessment Method
Description

Portfolio - Students will identify and
develop a photo story essay idea on
a topic related to El Camino College
and then shoot at least five photos
for that essay, including a mix of
close, medium and wide shots. All
images must be captioned according
to AP style.
Standard and Target for Success:
70%
Additional Information:

Results

Actions

from a medium range. Unless a student is shooting insects,
for example, all proposed story ideas from this group dealt
with a standard shooting approach — a distance of 5 to 20
feet from the camera. (01/15/2015)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Gary Kohatsu
Related Documents:
J6 Analysis SLOs for Fall '14.doc

shooting insects, for example, all
proposed story ideas from this
group dealt with a standard
shooting approach — a distance of
5 to 20 feet from the camera. I’m
satisfied with the Student Learning
Outcomes as presented. The
challenge will be to help students
grasp the concepts of each SLO
and successfully apply them to
their photo stories. (01/21/2015)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: Through additional
photographic examples the
students are successfully applying
the concepts of each SLO to their
photo stories. (10/15/2015)

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17 (Fall
2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
2 of 14 Journalism 6 students successfully met the standard
of SLO 3, which is to take a close-up or detail image to fulfill
the third required type of photo for a photo essay or photo
story. The 2 students who failed to meet the SLO 3
requirement, did not complete the photo story project.
Those who completed the story project were 100 percent
successful. By utilizing a photo story or essay requirement,
gives all students the best opportunity to meet SLO 3. As
required, all students completed a shot list. This list requires
at least six photos that must be taken for a chosen photo
story. The list helps me evaluate if a student can identify a
close-up or detail shot opportunity in his/her project. I can
then follow up with discussion. Before shooting begins, the
shot list is adjusted to meet all SLO requirements. Students
can submit photos taken for their project at any time before
the assignment is due. This helps students determine if they
have met the SLO 3 requirment, or if not, what are the

Action: The key to continued
success for SLO 3 is review,
analysis and adjustment (if
necessary). I have set up the photo
essay or story project to have
check points to ensure that the
students are meeting the SLO 3
standard, without drilling it into
their head that it is an SLO. By this
I mean, I want students to succeed
because they are incorporating
SLO 3 for its value and importance
to their essay. This concept could
be likened to getting a child to eat
something nutritious because it
tastes good, not because it's good
for them. I like discussing SLO 3
with students because often
students are surprised by detail
shots, how easily it is to overlook,
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

roadblocks. Photos are then submitted on a due date,
weeks before their project is projected on a screen for
critique. The preliminary submission is for me to evaluate if
the student has actually met SLO 3. If not, I then discuss
with the student SLO 3 close-up possibilities. This gives
students a final opportunity to get a close-up photo. [less]

and how details in a story can give
the project resonance. An example
would be to explain how a story
on a POW survivor carries more
weight if the photographer can
isolate detail shots as part of a
story: scars, tattoos or numbers,
symbols, medallions, religious
jewelry, tattoo , names written or
carved on and disfigurements.
Finally, I will continue to employ
multiple deadlines, so students
can get quick feedback on
whether they have satisfied SLO 3,
as well as other requirements.
(03/02/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

(03/29/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

01/23/2018

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
8 of 15 students met the requirement of SLO #3. 7 failed to
meet the requirement. Success rate was 53.3 percent, well
below the 70 percent acceptable standard. (03/10/2016)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: To improve the results of
SLO #3, I think requires working
one-on-one with students. We
need to review their photo stories
and identify potential 'detail'
images. Another step would be to
see if we can crop an existing
photo in the essay to zero in on a
specific detail. An example would
be to find any photo that includes
a badge, a medallion, a tattoo, a
piece of jewelry, a scar, or a part
of the body that that has
relevance to the story — eyes,
hands, feet, etc. — and discuss
with that student. (03/10/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15 (Fall
2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met

Action: The most challenging SLO
was No. 3, which is the close-up or
detail shot. Eight of 12 students
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Of 12 students, 8 scored acceptable. See related document
for more analysis. The most challenging SLO was No. 3,
which is the close-up or detail shot. Eight of 12 students
successfully fulfilled this requirement of their project. One
student who failed this SLO said that he didn’t see a “detail”
photo opportunity in his chosen theme: a cancer walk. I told
him that a detail shot is not always obvious. That it takes a
lot of thought and could even be an isolation shot.
Suggestions I made included, medallions, words on a sign, a
hand holding a lit candle, pink ribbons, and symbols.
Other students who were unsuccessful with this SLO either
forgot or thought what images they submitted were
sufficient. (01/15/2015)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Gary Kohatsu
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Gary Kohatsu
Related Documents:
Assess SLOs for Fall '14.doc

successfully fulfilled this
requirement of their project. One
student who failed this SLO said
that he didn’t see a “detail” photo
opportunity in his chosen theme: a
cancer walk. I told him that a
detail shot is not always obvious.
That it takes a lot of thought and
could even be an isolation shot.
Suggestions I made included,
medallions, words on a sign, a
hand holding a lit candle, pink
ribbons, and symbols.
Other students who were
unsuccessful with this SLO either
forgot or thought what images
they submitted were sufficient.
• Place greater emphasis on detail
photos as a homework
assignment. I can discuss this type
of photos to greater extent, and
might even use a half-discussion
period to give examples. Likewise,
explaining the depth or concept of
detail photos and its power to a
photo story.
• Show more examples of the
detail photos in slide-show
examples by professional
photojournalists. Concepts
visualized are easier to remember.
• Devise more class exercises
covering detail images.
(01/21/2015)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: The teaching faculty
has given additional examples of
close up photographs.
(10/15/2015)
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Assessment Method
Description

Results
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